Flight Cases
Our tough and rugged flight cases provide on the road protection for your valuable equipment. We offer
both off the shelf and bespoke flight cases which can be designed and custom built to your exact
specification. A diverse range of accessories and features can be incorporated within the designs such as
doors, hatches, lift out trays, pull out drawers, rack mount fittings, castors or even an electronic lift system
for lifting a plasma screen out of the case.
We are the UK’s
leading manufacturer
of bespoke flight
cases. All of our flight
cases are
manufactured in our
UK factory.

Trifibre custom designed flight
cases have been used all over
the world to transport and
protect some of the most
precious items in a wide range
of industries and clients
including Johnson & Johnson,
Samsung, Fender, McLaren
and Airbus.
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Poly Cases
Poly cases are the ideal, stronger alternative to cardboard boxes, and a more cost effective solution than
our flight cases. Tough, durable and splash proof, they are constructed from HDPE, and can be custom
made to fit your individual specification. Poly cases are constructed with a welded steel
metal frame around the top to give it a more rigid structure, and a variety of handles, shoulder straps, lid
retainers, foam linings, custom made foam inserts and wheels can be utilised - the options are endless!

Our in house silk
screen printing
department allows
us to offer
corporate branding
to your case.

Poly Cases are
ideally suited for
light and medium
duty applications.

Aluminium Cases
We offer a range of aluminium cases; everything from off-the-shelf aluminium briefcases and boxes, to
made to measure aluminium cases, designed and built around your equipment to your exact specification.
Aluminium
cases can be
fitted with
integrated
electronics.
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